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Entrance Aptitude Test Sample Question Paper :

Verbal Ability :

1. According to this passage when did mammals emerge on earth?

A. After the disappearance of dinosaurs.
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B. Before the emergence of dinosaurs.

C. At the same time as the dinosaurs emerged.

D. A few thousand years ago.
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2. What is the most widely held explanation for the extinction of dinosaurs?

A. A worldwide epidemic.

B. Volcanic eruptions in India.

C. Extremely low temperature.

D. Dust allergy.

3. If you call a story ‘compelling’, you

A. force others to read it.

B. find it extremely interesting.

C. find it so boring that you have to be compelled to read it.

D. find it difficult to believe.

4. If dinosaurs succumbed to allergies, they

A. died of allergies.

B. suffered from allergies.

C. resisted allergies.

D. fought off allergies.

5. Infer which of the following the writer is most likely to do in the next paragraphs.

A. Show evidence against the widely accepted theory of the death of dinosaurs.

B. Reinforce the widely accepted theory of the disappearance of dinosaurs.

C. Illustrate the conventional wisdom on the death of dinosaurs

D. Talk about the relationship between dinosaurs and mammals

6. Which of the following would make the best summary of the paragraph?

A. A giant asteroid or comet slamming into the Earth caused a dust cloud that cut off sunrays and the resulting low temperature caused dinosaurs to die.

B. The dinosaurs disappeared pretty quickly, but not abruptly because they were present all over the earth.

C. There are many explanations for the disappearance of dinosaurs some of which are conventional.

D. Although the disappearance of dinosaurs is generally attributed to a dramatic drop in earth’s temperature following an asteroid hitting the earth, there are several other plausible theories.

7. Fill the gap in the short passage with the most appropriate word/phrase.

The first hallmark of moralization is that the rules it invokes are felt to be universal. Prohibitions of rape and murder, ———, are felt not to be matters of local custom but to be universally and objectively warranted.

A. however

B. for example

C. on the contrary

D. by the way

8. If you eliminate corruption in your organization, you ——– it.

A. support

B. reduce

C. remove

D. suspect

Quantitative Ability :

1. What is 5% of 10% of 120?

A. 0.60

B 0.06

C 6.00

D 0.50

2. Find the product of 10.2×10 4 and 1.3×106?

A. 1326×108

B. 1.326×106

C. 13.26×106

D. 132.6×106

3. The price of petrol is Rs.51.90 per litre. If the price increases by one tenth of a rupee, what is the new price?

A. Rs.51.80

B. Rs.62.00

C. Rs.52.00

D. Rs.53.00

4. If the price of Diesel changes from Rs.30.00 to Rs.60.00, what is the percentage change?

A. 150%

B. 200%

C. 50%

D. 100%

5. The perimeter of a rectangle is 16 m. The width is 3 times the length. What is the length?

A. 2 m

B. 3 m

C. 6 m

D. 5 m

6. In the following figure if the measure of angle A is 500 and that of B is 250. What is the measure of angle C?

A. 1250

B. 1750

C. 600

D. 750

7. Amit worked three more than twice as many hours as Kavita did. What isthe maximum amount of hours Kavita worked if together they worked 48 hours at most?

A. 17

B. 33

C. 37

D. 15

8. Himanshoo is 2 years from being twice as old as Renuka. The sum of twice Himanshoo’s age and three times Renuka’s age is 66. How old is Renuka?

A. 15

B. 10

C. 18

D. 20
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			                        The test was nice but I think you need to give more types of problems (or) give two to three questions of the same type.
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